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A.S. OKs
funding
distribution
proposal

Professor mourns loss
of solar heating project

Account levels set
after 2-week delay
By Anne Dujniusie
Daily staff writer
Associated Students directors unanimously approved a proposal Wednesday to allot A.S. money to various accounts
a proposal almost identical to
the one they refused to vote on just two
weeks ago
Board members "reconciled their difleretices" and came up with a plan to
distribute the S118,000 in student funds
not allocated during the regular budget
process, A.S. President Scott Suntandrea said at the meeting Wednesday.
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Joe Watson

Daily stall photographer

James Schneider. maintenance supervisor for Housing Services, inspects some dilapidated solar panels on the roof of Hoover Hall.

Valerie Ringer
Daily stall writer
The solar panels that %k ele installed
on top of three residence halls. aS pan ol
an env ininmental studies student project. and that heated the halls for live
years are going to he removed this year.
And the man who coordinated the
creation and installation of the heating
system is so disappointed that he won’t
consider working lin any more solar energy pmjects for SJS11
Donald Aitken. professor (it geography and environmental studies. said

he is extremely disappointed by the un,
limunate and unnecessar) fate of the
project. which took up his whole sabbatical and 4.’011 him $2,000.
The solar heating system, designed in
1976 and funded by the California State
University chancellor’s office, was installed on the roofs of Hoover. Royce
and W’ashburn halls in 1978.
According to Aitken. each 3.000square -fool unit was designed to cover
percent of all water heating needs
on sunny days and 711percent of the res-

Security
improved
in dorms

Midday meditation

The revised recommendation resulted
after Santandrea met with Patrice Fusenig. A.S. controller. and Jean Lenart.
A.S. business administrator.

Policy still not perfect

Lenart said she was satisfied with the
prop’s:it
’ ’The igures are IN . she said.
The proposal passed at Wednesday’s
meeting was similar to Santandrea’s
first recommendation for distribution of
unallocated funds among the general
fund, the special allocations account and
tnist reserves -rhi. only difference between the two proposal% was an mcrease
ol S1.500 tor the special allocations ac
count
Board members postponed approving
Santandreas first recommendation lo
set the general fund at their ss eck \
ineeting Oct I I hecause they claimed
they did not hase litne to rem% it be
14ehand
Several officers also raiseil.suestions
about the reasons Santandrea pmposed
the account lesels as he did.
But Santandrea had repeatedly asked
directors lor input on how, to set the
funds. a...Lording to minutes from the
three meetings preceding Oct I I No
member,’ had approached him with
ideas. Santandrea said.
At the Oct. I I meeting, Santaridrea
urged the hoard to set the general lurid
so student groups lor ssI10111 100114: hall
been allocated could receise funds
Board members decided to table the
See FUNDS. back pace

idence lialls heating needs all year
around
’It
drainata.ally
increased the
amount of hot viater and %as a real lite
style impri iv eitient . he said ’Studenis
could take longer showers v.hile Sa1, ing
energy. costs ’
Dunrig the five years it was in operation. the sy stem saved SJSCS-10.000 111
energy costs, Aitken said
It was in 1983 that the system broke
down as a result of the halls’ reroofing
process. he added
See SOLAR. back page

By Tony Mercado
Daily staff writer
Septemher and October 0119X8 was
a time of tear Mr many students living
in the residence halls on canipus.
Stasha Bolls. a Moulder Hall resident. v,as arrested and charged with
possession of cocaine for sale in September VMS. and the lollowing Jan 24
she v.as sentenced to three years probation.
William Thorns. a non -student. was
arrested on stisploon r rape. attempted

‘We’re very secure.
We constantly assess
our system. But I
can’t guarantee there
won’t be any
breaches.’
Fred
Nollendorfs

Daily staff photographer

Najjar,

Housing Services director

%nitres% %lac( Untie. a senior majoring in math. contemplates ins hi ttttt vv ork as shadows spill us er the hisser Hall lass n

Thursday recitals

Council resurrected
Music of all styles in the air by student board

Campus offered free shows
By Vincent T. Odd()
Daily staff writer
. SJSU students and facThursdas at 12:30 p
lor lice
ulty iimilhers have a thinCe to face the musk.
the Recital Hour. which takes place Ill the MUSK Building Concert Hall. oilers students and faculty members a
10
Lhance to rake tune out from their stress filled ilav
dilferent sarieties of music performed hy mush. Ian. and vii
tiom SJSI.’ and the Bay Area
Orgamier. also hope that listener. will gain a better ap
classical. choral and
predation for such styles of music

ta,/
And admission is
"We consider this to be ins. ol the most exciting pro
grams on sampus. and ski: are encouraging people from all de
pan twins to attend these performances.- said Rav mond Nils
dellatilltent and
son. .1.0.0t, late C11:11011.10 0t the
coordmator (if the event tor the past 10 scars
"People has e been contacting us regarding the Recital
Hour. and sse are hoping to build up a hug follov, mg," Nilsson said
So far this semester. the Recital Hour has leatured performances hy pianists Laurel Brew! and Ruth Butterfield. vocalists Station Dawn and Sharon limoke. and SJSU Sym.See RFilf.,11... back page

Teresa Hurteau Daily staff
%%omen’s gymnastics coaches help team pose for photos
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Coordination
of campus clubs,
groups is goal
By time bujmov
Daily stall writer
In an effort to organize campus clubs
and increase sommunication among
them. the Associated Students has reinstated a special cowl, I
The Inter-Organwation Conned will
serve as a hapon betsseen the A S. and
more than 200 student groups recogni/ed by the university
In order to receive university recognition. groups must file a constitution and
a list 01 members Y.1111 the 0111Ce 01 Stu
dent AL’11% Hies and Services
The A.S. onginally attempted to
unity such groups in the spring of 1987.
when it passed an act initiating the IOC.
according to A.S. meeting minutes.
But the work of the council never
fully reached expectations. officials
said
"The concept MI the 1(K) is good.
hut it has heen mismanaged in the
past. said Jell Realini. A.S. director of
personnel. who has been appointed director -at large in charge of the IOC.
Realini, who volt also %env aS interim council chairman until student
representatives are elected and appoint
their own chair. further said that the
A.S. hoard is considenng some new
policies to ensure that clubs participate
in the KW.
A representatise from each recogni/ed campus gniup may he required to
attend IOC meetings. he said. and A.S
officials are constdenng imposing funding restrictions for groups that do not
send representatives to the meetings
Clubs could he blocked from receis ing funding through the A S. special al -

1011S committee. v.hich spimsors
student organization% and esents. from
participating in Homecoming Jetts Me.
or troni benefiting from revenue sharing
dunng annual elect It II),. Realmi said.
representatises from campus
(wpm/mons attended the first IOC
meeting. held Oct 24. according to
Realini
1111110111 ssas lovi because most stu
deni groups were not inlonned of the
meeting. he said It was difficult to contact club members because the campus
club directory. which list% phone numhers ill representatis es. is out of date.
Realm! said
Campus organizations must tun) in a

’The only way to find
a club is in a binder.’
Cindy Resler,
Club day organizer

lonn at the end ol each spring semester
to (he Student Activities and Services
office to maintain recognitum. But because membership changes from year to
year and new officers are elected. the
names and phone numbers listed in the
director) are often outdated. Realini
said.
Despite poor attendance at the first
meeting. however. members of campus
organizations interviewed expressed interest in the IOC.
"That’s the way student organizations will become powerful." said
Knsti Nowak. president of the InterResidence Hall Association tIRHAJ.
Students are interested in participating. Nowak said.
Another campus club representative
See (1)1.’,V(11.. back page

rape and assault in Royse Hall the MI
lovong month. He v.as sentenced on
Apnl 13. 1910, and is currently sers mg
an eight -year sentence in the county tail
The secunty concerns did not slop
there
early Apnl l’no a V. Album Hall
resident reponedls k1a, threatened hy
unknown caller in what university police suspected was a possible extortion
attempt
Campus officials and students soiced
their concerns (is Cr the apparent lack id
security in the residence halls, while
SJSU President rim] fullenon supported a plan lor stncter measures in security.
One year later. residence hall administrators. v. hile satisfied %till the progress made, still insist there is more to
do.
Fred Najiar. direr. tor of university
Housing Sem ices. is cons inced that se
curtly ha% improved considerably But
he stopped short ()I’ saying the procedures are loolpnxii.
"We’re very secure. Najjar said.
We constantly assess our system Hut
I can’t guarantee then: won’t he any
breaches...
A major reason v.tp, troublesome incidents occurred last year was the fact
that people were indifferent to possibly
haiardous situations. he said
Students would not gise much
thought to ripening the main doors to
someone. according to Nauar.
"People should never assume and always ask questions, he said.
Najjar said that present secunty mea
sures have been reinfOreed. such as the
guest and overnight policies Students
are required to show a dnvers license or
other picture identification and a social
secunty card. and he signed in at the
frimi desk.
Patrol% through the halls. conducted
by Community Sendce Workers, have
increased. and all doors are locked 24
hours a day.
At the beginning of this fall semester.
Najjar met with parents ol ness students
in an effort to quell fears about security.
He felt the meeting was successful.
mood arrxmg the students was
equally positise
See HALL.S. back page
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Sexism remains
despite progress

Letters to the Editor
Abortion worse than rape
Editor,
This lcucr is in restxmse to Mary Callahan’s article
and the cartoon in the Spanan Daily on Thursday. The
cartoon depicts a woman sullen and in destitude
because she was raped and could not afford to have an
abortion. But I don’t sec any effort to show what happens after all is said and done and the woman had an
abortion. When shc comes out of the clinic crying
because she realizes what really happened in thc abortion; her baby was killed and she herself was violated.
Why don’t you show just one woman from "Victims of
Choicc" (a support group for women who have had
abortions) weeping over a buckct which holds her
burned yet perfectly formed son or daughter, dead, in
front of her. Imagine her feelings when she sees with
her very own eyes that, that baby was not just the blob
of tissue she was told it was, but in actuality it was her
son or daughter perfectly formed with fingerprints and
everything. I ask Mary Callahan to address that guilt.
Yes, there arc things worse and more traumatic than
sexual assault. How can we help these victims of rape
and incest by adding more guilt and disparity to their
lives?
How can we ignore the literally thousands of
women who belong to groups like "Victims of Choice"
and WEBA (Wm. n Exploited By Abortion)? And
how can we ignore the fact that these groups are growing by thc hundreds every day across the nation (Some
members are victims of rape and incest.)?
Finally, abortion is legal, but it has never been an
inalienable right nor will it ever be. Nor is it the liberating experience some proponents claim it to be, in fxt it
is just the opposite. It ladens the women/mother with
great guilt and remorse.
Cheryl Lootens
Junior
Liberal Studies

IQ based on environment
Editor,
It is not particularly surprising that 21 percent of
SJSU students feel that race is linked with intelligence,
especially considcring that raw data from 5 recent studies tend to support the premise that race and academic
success are linked. (The "scientific" group to which
this simple observation was presented was so "aghast"
that they attacked the researcher rather than proposing
any of the 150 different explanations for the difference
in scores.)
It is also not particularly surprising because our definitions of intelligence arc always culturally and environmentally biased. Please considcr the following generalized definition of "intelligence," which I have
attempted to make culturally neutral. "Intelligence is
thc ability to solve known or partially-known problems
posed by the environment that is posing the problems."
For example, over 95 percent of SJSU students
would seem remarkable stupid if dropped in thc
Amazonian Jungle, thc Sahara Desert, the tundra of
Canada, or a farm in the Midwesi We do not have the
knowledge of a six-year-old for knowing where not to
step, whcn and how to work, or which end of what animal to avoid. All of these things are cultural artifacts,
things which are assumed by the locals to be known to
everybody.
Culture can be defined as the collection of known
solutions to problems posed by the environment.
Hence, people of divergent culture to the local onc, and
therefore of any race but the local one, appear stupid,
since thcy have difficulty solving the problems of
everyday living in that location. This includes such
attributes as language and responses to cultural stimulus. A great example of this is traffic rights-of-way and
signals.
So, from the point of view of the local, a person
who comes fmm a diffcrcnt culture and who has not
yet comprehended the local’s own is less intelligent
than a local. It does not matter whether the local is an
SJSU student or Bolivian Indian, the visitor is at an
intellectual disadvantage.
Them is also a one-sided psychological mirror at
work. It works this way-lf hc can’t understand what I
say, hc’s stupid. Conversely, if I can’t understand what
he says, he’s stupid. Get it?
Twenty-one percent is remarkable low.
Dal Merlin Jeanis
Senior
Math

D.C. needs changes
i tor,
Why do the Dining Commons serve Chicken
Scallopini that doesn’t look like anything recognizable,
while thc Grill serves a familiar, charbroiled hamburger? Despite the difference, however, both places suffer
from a lack of variety and a healthy, balanced diet.
Both locations need to serve more frcsh fruits salads. They need to cut down on the fauening items and
add some low-cholcsterol dishes besides the Tofu
B urger.
Also, the meal card system for the dorm residents
needs to be revised. A person can’t buy items in two
different places or credit a few meals for futurc use. I
realize such an idea would be complicated, but it would
be convenient.
Karen Young
Junior
Advertising

Letters to the Editor
The Spartan Daily wants to hear from you. The
Daily IlecepiS letters -to-the-editor from students, faculty. and the campus community regarding topics 4
pit.blic interest. 1.etters should include the author’s
her (not
MIMI’, major. gradd level, and telephone
publitation f 1 crierc may he delivered ill the Daily
%mom in Wallhomt Library North 104 or at the Stuiiii Infarmatton Desk.
dent

Four days added to schedule

Extended schedule good for students
On (kt. 24. the first day of classes at
SJSU since last week’s earthquake.
Spartan Daily readers were greeted with
the headline "Four days added to sched,
ule.’
What this means is that those four
days of classes that were cancelled because of the quake were reinstated else,
where in the class schedule.
As an SJS11 student I applaud this de
cision.
Vincent T. Oddo
The addition of the four class di,n.
could prove to he a benetit both to SJS11
students and teachers. because there will
still he an adequate amount of time tor
teachers to complete theit’courseof instruction in a thorough and careful manner. without having to "rush" or struggle to squeeze everything they want to
teach in the amount of tinie lett in the
semester.
If the teacher. are allov.ed enough
time to get in everything they had
planned to teach in their courses v. ithout
having to rush through the matenal. this
will be a henefit to the students.
I expect my teachers to dr) a careful.
thorough job in whatever they are teach
ing me.
If they fall into a bad position. such
as the recent earthquake. v.here some
instruction time may he lost and instill,.
tors compensate by- rushing through les
sons just to get everything in, I’d have
to say I would not he able to retain the
instruction taught in this type of rushed
I also agree v. ith the tow extra day).
manner.
After all. as the old saying goes. decision on the basis that officials are
-We are here to learn." And I want to abiding by the lavo, to which they have
get the most out oi my learning expen agreed to obey in their position
.
encvs.
Just like we. as members ot

There will be an
adequate amount
of time for
teachers to
complete their
course of
instruction in a
thorough and
careful manner.

arc Lonimanded to obey the laws set
upon us, it is the SJSU administration’s
duty to abide by any laws it is rtxjuired
to follow.
Sure. we may have certain laws with
which we don’t agree, and I am sure
that there are hoth students and faculty
v.ho may not favor the "minimum
number of school days" policy enforced
by the state. However, it is the law. and
we all have responsibilities to follow the
Sure. the addition of four more days
ot instruction means we’ll lose four
days ot vacation, but we’ll still have
four weeks of vacation in late December
through mid -January.
Another option lor reinstating those
tOur days of instruction, according to a
fellow SJSU student, could he at the
end of the spnng semester. However. I
don’t believe this would he much of a
help to those classes in the tall semester
Plus. the addition of the four class
days will ensure student’s chances of receiving credit tin. their classes. which
makes me appreciative e en more the
decision.
I believe that the reinstation of the
four class days lost by the quake will
help preserte the quality of the instruction offered at SJSU. and it can prove to
he a benefit to both students anti teacher‘,
As human perffinnance instructor
Claire Jennett said in the Daily Oct. 24,
"Some people think it’s beautiful. do I.
Vincent T. Oddo is a Daily staff
writer.

Extra four days destroy holiday break
The attershor. k just keep on coming
First the earthquake.
Then the univeraty closes tor tour
days
Next. Clark Library sustains extensive damage
What next.’
The grand finale came this ).seek
when students learned that the diikiellik
year has been extended by four days.
’The Academic Senate passed a resolution to add four days. Dec. 13. 14,
and 15 and tri hold classes on Nov 10.
which had previouly been ..et aside for
academic advising day.
Final exams for the fall semester will
now be held Dec. 1M-22
The administration really. had no
choice since students are required to attend classes for 145 days. arid the closure of the univeriity following the
earthquake knocked off four of those
days.
Yet I think the resolution was passed
in haste and is unnecessary.
Since announcement of the extension. all of my instructor, have elected
to simply move the date ot the final
exam back to the Iasi day of regular instruction
Fonunately for students who would
otherwise have to scramble to change
holiday plans and travel arrangements.
these professors have chosen to he sympathic to the needs of the students.
This isn’t the case with all move tors.
Since Monday’s announcement. the
Spartan Daily has received numemus
letters and phone calls from concerned
students who are fearful that they will
have to make a choice between going

Brenda Yesko

The Spartan Daily
has received
numerous letters
and phone calls
from concerned
students who are
fearful that they
will have to make
a choice between
going home for
the holidays or
taking final
exams.

home tor die holidays or taking final
exams
One such student. Sheila. told me
oser the phone that she hadn’t been
home from school to visit her family in
tvw years. and v.as v..orried about how
the extension might ailed her plans.
I want to know how the adminstranon plans to deal with intsructors who
opt to give their finals early.
Will students he penalized for not attending enough days?
The homm line is that the senate
should have taken the needs of the students into consideration first.
For some. the earthquake has been a
nightmare in a place far from friends
and family.
Most want to put the temblor and its
aftermath behind them and recooperate
at home for Christmas.
The best way to insure that this healing process takes place is to make sure
everyone is home for the holidays and
out of school on time.
Another rationalization the senate is
using is that students are entitled to a
full semster of instruction since they
paid for it.
It has a good point.
But again. I think most students
would rather forfeit a few tuition dollars
rather than a few hours of instruction.
I know I would.
Only time will tell how this extension
will affect students and faculty.
Hopefully. the faculty can make up
for the insensitivity of the senate.
Brenda Yesko is a Daily staff
writer.

Through genetics, or diet or habits of
hygiene, I have been blessed with long,
thick, brown locks. I have become
accustomed to receiving compliments .
about my hair, but still enjoy people taking
the time to point out their admiration of it.
That’s probably why I thought .
nothing of the tall, middle-aged man in a
business suit who said, "Nice hair," as I
breezed by him Monday.
.
I started to turn my head to say,
"Thank you," as I usually do upon receipt
of a compliment. But, before I could
complete the first word, he continued. .
"Let’s see your face. You’ve got nice
hair. What does your face look like?".
When I kept walking, ignoring him,
he continued.
"You’ve got a nice ass. What does
your face look like?"
Completely repulsed, I considered
informing him of his lack of personality.
But, I chose not to, remembering I was not
fluent in the language of gutter slime.
As I approached and entered my car,
anger welled inside of me.
Although this particular incident was
an irritating intrusion, a larger issue
provoked my ire.
It was the knowledge that a stranger
on the street felt he had to right to harass a
woman merely because of her biology.
It is publicly unfashionable, and in
some cases legally punishable, to be
outwardly sexist in many business and
social situations.
If a man made similar statements to a
co-worker, he would probably be fired. If
his friends learned about his true attitudes.
he might be shunned.
Therefore, one way for these closet
pigs to vent their disrespect for women is
to resort to private one-on-one attacks.
I’m not sure what motivates such
statements. But, it is clear how these men
view women.
We are not people to them. They see
us as a combination of body parts, like a
set of toy blocks that can be put together,
torn apart, and rearranged to their liking.
As a woman, I find this deeply
painful and saddening.
Through looks, gestures and various
statements, I am reminded, almost on a
daily basis, that there are and always will
be people who will value me only for my
body.
No matter what I accomplish or where
I go in life, there will always be some man
ready to tell me what a nice . . . I have.
I am comforted by the many men with
whom I have shared friendship and healthy
intellectual debate, but the hurt remains.
Many women, including myself,
don’t really care what men think of our
buttocks, breasts, etc. What we really want
is the freedom to accomplish the goals we
have set for ourselves.
These men cannot stop us, of course.
but their existence makes the process a
little more difficult, a little more stressful.
The men who put on one face for the
office and another for the outside world are
particularly troublesome. ’They are the
ones who will withhold promotions or
make our paths rockier just because they
don’t think women belong.
I have never been able to understand
why someone would consider me less
competent, less human because I have
ovanes. I only know that it is true.
The perpetuation of these ridiculous
attitudes only serves to divide men and
women further.
What a waste.
Somehow, we must try to find ways
to counter these beliefs. We must learn to
appreciate each other for our contributions.
Together, there is no limit to what we can
accomplish.

Lisa Elmore is the Assistant City

Editor .

Columns
Signed columns are written by
members of the Spartan Daily staff.
They express the opinion of the writer
only and not the viewpoints of the
newspaper staff or department of
.
journalism and mass communicationt.
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SJSU Today
County Transit
adds bus routes
from Scotts Valley
Santa ("rut student,. having in whir
commuting to SJSO have been given
another alternative hy Santa Clara
(...ounly Transit
County Transit is oflenng round-irip
hus rides from Scotts Valley near Santa
Crut to Third and San Fernando streets
ftw $2.
The service begins at 5 a.m. every
morning, with buses running at halfhour intervals until M a.m. Service
continues every hour until 3 p.nt..
according to Bill Convis, an SJSlf
student who has been using the service
to commute to school since last
Tuesday.
Return trips are offered from 3 p ni
to 1.1 p.m., also al half-hour intervals, he
said.
"It’s a hell of a deal." Convis said.
"Two bucks. and you can ride in
comfirri..
The hus service goes over Highway
17 and will run until the California
Highway Patrol clears the highway to
regular traffic. which will probably he
in about three weeks. acconling to
Bertha Garcia, an information services
representative for Santa Clara County
Transit.
There is also another hus running
from the tormer location (il Santa’s
Village in Scotts Valley to the
intersection of Camden Avenue and
Branham Lane. Garcia said.
C( my), encouraged other Santa Cm,

students to ride the hus. saying it is
cheaper than Mrs ing and is an "ideal
time to study and relax
"And you don’t have to worry about
ing ." Cons is said

Environment center
offers informadon
for SJSU commuters
I o expose students it) alternative
modes of transit’ mat ion SJSt I’s
Environmental Resource Center is
of kring copies of emergency express
bus service schedules to all SJSi
students who need to commute from the
Santa Cm, area.
The emergency express hus service
starts in Scotts Valley. al the limner
locution of Santa’s Village. and runs
non-stop until it arrives in downtovai
San Jose. The express hus nms every 30
minutes from 5 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. It
costs $2 per round trip. according to
Cnstina Goulart. one ol the students
who works at the FRC.
Goulart added that the FRC also has
infOrmation about CalTrain emergency
services from and to Salinas and
Watsonville.
"We also offer free regular day hus
passes to the Santa Clara C’ounly
(Transit) system lor students who wish
to try it (mt.’. said Steve Shunk.
associate director at the ERC.
Students can drop in at the ER(’.
located in Dudley. Moorhead Hall.
Room 235A. or call (4010 924-5467 to
get more information Ana the various
services

News

loc.’s. pool tir get inftwmatnin about
.Ir rxxiling Ins» Santa Cm, to the
downtown area. call 144)81996-11(Kfl

Mock court provides
students a guide
to smaN clakns court
Small claims Lourt Jitters’
Students who need help preparing
and presenting their cases in small
claims coun can attend a free Mock
Coun provided hy the Santa Clara
(.’ounty Municipal Court and the Santa
Clam (.’ounty (’onsuiner Affairs
Division of the Community Services
Department. according to a small claims
court advisory.
The Mock Court will be held at the
Municipal Court. 200 W. Bedding St..
Nov. 9 at 7 p.m.
Prior registration is required.
To register. call 2994216. and leave
a name. phone number and the number
of people that will he attending.

Former campus
assistant joirnalism prof
dies in Washington

horn Sigma Della Chi. the Six. iety ()I
Prolessional Journalists
Sir. Miller inunded the department of
mumalisrn al Western 1Vashington
ersm, after coming to the umyersity
as a !acuity member in the English
depanment He directed the journalism
departmen1 from its inception in 1970
until 1973. when he hecanw
He taught intermittently at Western
Washington. despite his illness. and
was one of two faculty members to
receive the Excellence in Teaching
award
Mr Miller graduated cum laude 1mm
the llniversity of California at Berkeley
in 194M and received his master’s
degree from Pennsylvania State
LMiversity. in 1964.
His professional experience included
work with King Features Syndicate.
The San Mate() Times and The
Manchester (New Hampshire) Unkin
leader He also wrote for several
magatines and Mr the television
industry.
Mr. Miller is survived by. his wife
Jeanne, of Bellingham. Wash.. and his
daughters Katherine T. Hess of
Bellingham. Dudley Anne Miller of
(iordonvale. Australia; and Susan
Wiggins of San Diego

Gerson F. Miller, a former assistant
professor of journalism at Sig,. died ol
cancer earlier this month ut St Joseph
Hospital in Bellingham. Wash. He was
62.
Mr. Miller taught at SJSI.1 from 1964
to 1967.
He received the Distinguished
Service to Journalism award in 1979

Police to investigate
South Africa protest
JOHANNESBURG. South Africa
lAP) -- Police said they were investigating for possible prosecution participants in a rally hy 70010 people in
which the outlawed African National
Congress’ guerrilla campaign was repeatedly praised.
"All that was said and all that took
place is being studied." said police
spokesman Col. Vic Haynes the naming after the welcome rally Mr seven recently freed AN(’ leaders in a soccer
stadium outside Johannesburg.
Nearly everything about the gathentig
violated sectinty laws, hut police kepi
their distance and slate television led the
everting news with a report on what was
the largest anti -government rally in
South Africa’s 79 -year history..
Newspapers. including pro-government media. today called tin the government to do away with law s restricting
political activity. And the goverment
hinted it may be consid,ering lifting
some restrictions on political expression
to allow. peaceful pnwests.
"We must he prepared to run risks."

No public memorial services are
planned. Memorials may he made to the
Gerson F. Miller Scholarship Fund in
care of the Western Washington
University Department of Journalism,
Bellingham, Vs’ash., 9)4225

GO TO OFFICER
TRAINING
SCHOOL
Put your college
degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to
SJSU students, faculty and staff organttationS
at no charge Forms may be picked up at the
Spartan Daily office. Wahlgurst Library North
. Room 104. or at the Student Union Information
Center No phoned-in items will be accepted
The deadhne is noon The Daily will attempt to
enter each item a day before the event. as well
as the day of the event
TODAY
Forerunners: Presentation, "Creation Evolution Controversy. noon. S.U. Pacheco
Room Call 263-2628
Marketing Club: Speaker. Greg Rhine
Marketing at Apple Computer." 3:30 p.m ,
S U Costanoan Room. Call 281-3161
Economics Students Auociation: Meeting, 2 45pm.AS Council Chambers
Cycling Club: Spring Racing Roster.
sign-up meeting S U Pacheco Room Call
292-2511
Asian American Christian Fellowship:
Meeting-speaker. 7 pm. SU Almaden
Room Call 224-4520
"Come Loam About This Jesus,": Informal bible study. 7 p m 10th and San Carlos
Sts Call 251-7108
Chicano Library Resource Center: Brown
bag Seminar Chicano Juvenile Literature
noon Wahlquist Library North room 307
Call 924-2707 or 924-2815
Geology Society: Hydrothermal structural
geology. 12 20 p m., Duncan Hall, room
306
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Career Options in Chemistry I 30 p m
Duncan Hall room 505
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Career planning and decision making mod.
ule 2 p m Allen Lounge Ca11924-6035
Pre-Dental Club: Guest presentation -Ann
Alonzi of Northwestern, 1 30 p m . Duncan

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)
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Hall. room 345 Call 924-4882.
Talking Hands Club: Meeting. noon -1 p m
S.U. Montalvo Room. Call Disabled Students Office
ANAD/Eating Disorders Seff-Help Group:
7 p.m. -8:30 p m , Campus Christian Center
Call (415)598-0261
Spartan Computer User’s Society: Meeting, 1 pm.SU Almaden Room. Call 2622707
WEDNESDAY
Amnesty International: Information table.
all day. S.U. front Call 257-6050.
A.S. Students Leisure Services: Beginning
of sign-ups for turkey trot race. 9am.SU.
A.S Business Office Call 924-5961
A.S.P.B.: W N C , ’True Believers. 7 p m
p m Morns Dailey Auditorium Call 924E261
A.S.P.S.: Fred Simpson. African drummng
workshop. 2-30 p m . Spartan Complex.
room 219 Call 924-6261
S.A.F.E.R.: Meeting. 6 p m . Dudley Moorehead Hall, room 235A Call 924-5468
Photographer Richard Parker: Slide music
presentation U S Soviet partners proiect
noon. Engineering Building. room 189 Call
984-7313
Child Development Club: Meeting. 3 p m
Sweeney Hall Room 238 Call 244-4920
MEChA: Meeting. 6 30 p m Wahlquist Library North. room 307 Call 275-8033
Fantasy and Strategy Club: Meeting. 6
pm SU Costanoan Room Call 924-7097
Campus Ministry: Prayer and shanng. 7 30
a m Campus Christian Center Call 298.
0204
Re-Entry Program: Brown bag lunches
12 30 pm SU Montalvo Room Call 924.
5930
AA History Association: Art Under
Siege A lecture on contemporary South African art and artists. 5 p m -7 pm, SU Ai
maden Room Call 924-4351
ChristMn Science College Organization:
Meeting. 11 30 am SU Montalvo Room
Associated Students Leisure Services:
Extended deadline for intramural racquetball
league sign-ups. 4 30 pm SU.AS Busi
ness Offices Call 924.5956
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting. noon
Campus Christian Center Chapel Call 298
0204
Institute of Industrial Engineers: General
meeting. 12 30 p m . Engineering Building.
room 290. Call 354-8650

Center for Communication Disorders:
Deadline for Seniors Now Hear Thisl A
workshop to be held beginning Nov 10 in
Sweeney Hall room 115. Call 924-3710
THURSDAY
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Co-op orientation. 2 pm. SU Costanoan
Room Ca11924-6016
Association of Ethiopian Students: Meeting. 4 p m Council office chambers Call
(4081259-1046
Christian Science College: Lecture 11 30
a m -12 30 pm.SU Almaden Room
Amnesty international: Meeting. 7 p m
SU.AS chambers Call 257-6050
Campus Ministry: Bible study -Book of Gen
esis. noon S U Montalvo Room Call 298.
0204
Physics Seminar: Paul Dohati. San Fran
cisco Exploratorium. 1 30 p m Science
Building room 251 Call 924-5267

Career Planning and Placement Center:
Employer presentation ’Careers with Apple
Computers. 12 30 pm. SU Guadalupe
Roon. Call 924-6010
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting, noon.
Campus Christian Center. lower level Call
298-0204
Ad Club: ADVO excursion. noon, WLN
room 135 Call 924-3270

USAF OFFICER RECRUITING
TOLL FREE
I -800-423-USAF

Because of the a
computer error, all
SpartaGuide
entries made before
the Oct. 17 earthquake were lost
and will have to be
replaced.
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LOOA’ING FOR
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES?

Color Copies

,
APPLE COM P UTIRS

Portfolio Pieces
Charts & eiraphs
Signage
Photo Enlargements

kinkois.
310 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 95112
(Across from McDonald s)

252-7821
1821 Saratoga Ave
San Jose, CA 95070
(Corner of Saratoga Lawrence

They’re Sporty
They’re Fast
They’re Coming...

SYVA

VA I OLD SPAGHISTI1 FACTORY

Guadalupe Ro,

In

An excellent r
Start ne

295-4336

MI CHUBB GROUP

STATIC CENTIR COM SI UN ITT COLLEGE DISTRICT

the copy center
Open Early, Open Late 7 Days’Week

1

EMPLOYER PRESENTATIONS

Depend on Kinko’s.
Sales Flyers
Newsletters
Direct Mail
Presentations

Law and Onler Minister Adriaan VIA(
said on government -run tekvisum Sunday night. adding that maintaining the
status quo is riskier than allowing mass
protests.
The government granted pennissihn
for Sunday’s rally
pan (il an attempt
hy new President W de Klerk It) promote black -white negotiations. But: a
magistrate had warned organizers that
speakers should Auld promoting AN(’
aims
-We relused,- said Cyril Ramaphosa, a union leader and one of the
main rally organi/ers "The ANC lives.
It is amongst us. ’
"Today. the AN(’ has captured cen,
ter stage in South Africa." declared
Walter Sisulu. 77. the group’s former
general .secretary. in the main address
Sunday to the cheenng. singing. dancing throng which filled most of the seats
in the recently. opened stadium.
Police and soldier, set up roadhliv:ks
nearby and searched vehicles. hut few
security force personnel were visible at
the stadium itself
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Sports

Kings beat Warriors in Rec Center game
Former teammates
remember Ricky Berry

Players
give arena
good mark
By Robert Mallard
oksay SNP %Wan
NBA baskeiball, it was FAN-tastic and on campus.
The Golden State Warriors
closed out their exhibition season
with a 119-115 loss to the
Sacramento Kings at the Student
Union Recreation and Events
Center’s first hosted athletic event.
Goltkm Stme’s record drooped to
5-3 tor the pre -season while the
Kings won only their second game
in eight exhibition tries.
Although the Warriors trailed
most ()I the game. they never were
down by more than I I points and
took the game to the wire.
"We did some positive things but
wc didn’t rebound very well,"
Warrior center Alton Lister said.
"W’e had a chance to win the game.
Overall we played well. When
everyone is 100 percent, we’ll be
OK."
The Warriors were without their
star forward Chris Mullin and 1989
first-round selection Tmi Hardaway.
Nfidlin is recovering from a
sprained left ankle. Mullin, who
averaged 26.5 points last season and
16.7 this pre-scason, will probably
be ready for Friday’s season opener
against the Phoenix Suns, Don
Nelson, Warrior head coach, said.
Hardaway, a first round pick out
of University of Texas at El Paso,
averaged 9.7 points and 5.3 assists
per game. He practiced Sunday but
did not participate in contact drills,
Nelson said.
Despite the injury factors, thc
Warriors would make it close.
Warrior guard Mitch Richmond’s
jump shot closed the gap at 115-112
with 20 seconds remaining in the
game.
Richmond’s backcourt mate
Sarunas Marciulionis gave the
crowd of 4354 momentary hope
when hc stole a King pass while
heading toward thc Warrior ba.sket.
The arena was silenced when the
hall hit off his leg and went out of
bounds.
King’s guard Haruki Pressley
sunk two free throws a few seconds
later after Marciulionis fouled him
to give the Kings a 117-112 lead.
Warrior point guard Winston
Garland’s layup brought the team to
within 3 points at 117-114.
King’s forward Rodney McCray
scaled the Warriors’ fate with free
throv.s in the final two seconds of
thc game.
The King’s had injury problems
of their own. Pervis Ellison, the
first player selected in the 1989
draft, is recovering from surgery
performed to remove txme spurs out
of his his right foot and ankle. He
also just signed with the Kings three
days ago.
King guard Kcnny Smith did not
make the trip because of a sore left
knee.
"We have yct to play as a full
team," Kings’ guard Danny Ainge
said. "Every game we have a different lineup. We’re very disorganized.
our top eight guys haven’t played

IA\

11

ifA\

r(Lji

I

"Each phiyer has a different personality when dealing with the situaAlthough many Golden State tion," King’s forward Pcrvis Ellison
Warrior and Sacramento King star said. "I haven’t discussed it with my
players sat out of Monday’s game teammates. Each player has his own
bmause of injuries, one former King feelings about him."
Added King’s center Ralph
stuck out in many Spartan fans’
Sampson: "The team handled it
minds.
well. It’s over with now."
Ricky Berry.
Ellison was teammates with
For thc Kings, adjustments have
been made since Berry’s tragic sui- Berry on the 1987 United States
basketball team that participated in
cide in Augu.st.
"We have to go on without the Pan American Games.
"He had a winning attitude,"
Ricky," King’s forward Waymon
Tisdale said. "We said a prayer for Ellison said. "Anytime you’re the
his family. We’ve done all we can son of a coach it helps."
Berry was coached at SJSU by
do."
He added that the team was his father, Bill Berry, who was fired
more disturbed over the issue earlier from his job earlier this year.
during the season.
"Whether someone is capable of
Berry was a rookie standout for suicide never crosses your mind,"
leadthe Kings and SJSU’s all-time
Ellison said. "No. I didn’t think he
ing scorer when hc played for the would do so.
1986-88.
Spartans from
By Robert Mallard
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Ralph Sampson (50) of the Kings extends over the Warrior defense
together once."
The Waniors have their work cut
out for them as well.
"These last couple of day’s we
need to bare down and get together,"
Warrior guard Mitch Richmond
said. " It’s time to get real and play
some ba.skethall."
Richmond commented on the
ncw Rec Center as well.
"It’s a great facility." he said. "It
feels nice on the court. It’s tight and
the crowd can really get into the
game."
Nelson agreed: "Any school
would be proud of this facility," hc
said.
However, Nelson anticipated.
before thc game that thc crowd
would represent more of a Bay Arca
fan haw than the actual university

recruitment, especially by the fact
that it is on cantons," Ellison said.
"Any time you add to the campus, it
fascinates the recruit."
King’s forward Rodney McCray
led all scorers with 27 points.
Sacramento forwards Waymon
Tisdale and Harold Presley had 24
and 21 points respectively. King’s
guard Danny Ainge tosscd in 22
points, 17 of them wcrc
half.
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Thursday
November 2, 1989
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe Room
To contact us about summer intemships, work-study programs and
entry-level positions, send your resume to: Apple Computer, Inc., College
Relations, MS 39ACR, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.
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1%at 1 str.

technical
difficulties.

If you’re getting ready to graduate with a BS/MS in Computer Science or Engineering (EE, lE, ME), come to our presentation. See how your
degree translates into opportunities in Manufacturing Engineering. So don’t
just stand by. Stop by.

1." 9-
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We’re having
Don’t stand by.

CAL

,f TAU

Ite p.m of the most exciting wason
of the year at Macy’s. Apply now
for iempoary Christmas employ
ment. You’ll cam extra money as
as a discount on your
purchases! And you’ll have the
added fun of helping make gift
giving a little easier for a lot ol
people. Sales, gift -wrapping and
stock positions are available, full
or part time days, part-time nights
Visit the personnel office of your

to score

"The facility can only help

Your personal dote/wok
of SJSU campus events.

EARN EXTRA MONEY
FOR CHRISTMAS

AGIDIAAMI

Gina L. Watson Daily staff photographer

Apple Computer Isas a corporate commitment to the principle
of diversity. In that spirit, we wekome applications from all individuals
including women, minorities, veterans and disabled individuals.
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The power to be your best"
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Sports

Spikers gain weekend split
Spartans fall
silent after they
lose to Gauchos

lite Spartan soccer team is
streak, the latest of w hich c;

ed
ttic midst of a roe -game losing
at the hands of Santa Barbara.

II) Todd .1. 11a) IR,
Daily stall enter
For the filth tune this season. the
Spartan volleyball team split weekend
matches, heating Cal Poly San 1.uis
Ohisho Friday night and losing to UC
Santa Barbara on Saturday’.
The Spartans, I 1-7 overall. 5-6 in
conference. maintained fifth place in the
Big West C’onference They were
tanked .2(Ith in the nation las’ week, IICW
1:111king1 are announced today.
SJS1’ heat the Mustangs three games
to one 15-9. 8-15, 15 1 I, 15-13, and
lost to the Gauchos in as many games,
15-13, 12-15,8-15,7-15.
The Spartans were led Friday hy senior setter Susie Laymon and senior hitter Dawn’s \Wilson. Laymon had a season -high 58 sets to go along with 15
digs. Wilson had a career -high 21 kills.
as well as 15 digs.
Laymon played the entire match
against the Mustangs. the first time hei
injured hack has allowed her to do so
Sint:e Sept .
Pie Gauchos of Santa Barbara. two
spots above the Spartans in the conference standings. lost the first game of
Saturday’s match, hut won the subsequent three to take the match.
Senior hitter Mona Sualua led the
Spartans Saturday’ with 17 kills and 10
digs Wilson yy as the only other Spartan

Joe R Villarin-- Daily skill photographer

Spartan soccer
continues slide
with another loss Series
- provides lessons for Giants
Losing streak reaches five games
Hy M.I. Khan
Daily staff writer
The SJSU soccer team dropped its
fifth straight game. a 4-1 loss on the
road to 1.1C’ Santa Barbara in a Big West
Conference game over the weekend.
ifie Spartans tell to I-6-1 in the conlerence and 5-13-1 overall, while Santa
Barbara inched a game over .500 in the
conference (5-4 and 7-8 overall.
The Gauchos scored three goals in a
17 minute span in the first half. then
consolidated the lead IA nil goal No. 4 in
the. second halt
Kurt I.arsen opened the sconng in the
Ifffh minute.
"Larsen was about to shoot when he
was tripped from behind hy a Spartan
defender." said Andreas Kuem/li. t IC
Santa Barbara head soccei coach.
Larsen converted the penalty kick to
give the Gauchos a lead the team never
hist
About 15 minutes later. Kurt Jitney
son scored atter the Gauchos Jan Aneson penetrated the Spartan defense on
the lett side and y hissed the hall to the
4:enter. allowing timerson to "one touch.’ the hall into the goal
"They. WerC SitM at the ’hack’ corners. so we tried to exploit them and it
paid off. Klle111/11 Said.
Illttre than once,
The ( ;audios’ third goal was almost a
replay of the second. when Larsen

sprinted down the lett side. heat the left
full-back, then "switched the hall to the
right where Barry Dillon touched the
hall into the hack of the net," Kueni/li
said.
Julius Nlenendei, head coach ’Or the
Spartans. commended the Santa Barbara team and added that the Gaucho
goals were not detensie breakdowns on
the part of the Spartans. hut good play
hy the opposing oftense.
"They had a winger that could really
Menendei said. "especially on
the left side.
That "scixiting" winger. Ellis Murphy. set up the Gauchos’ fourth goal
much like the second and third gi
Ile all:Ickes! the lett ’lank. crossed the
hall low and hard, hut it was deflected
hy Spartan goalkeeper Mike Tall. However, Nlatt Gould collected the deflection and placed it into an empty goal at
the 71 minute mark.
About eight minutes later. John Dickinson of the Spartans scored on an assist
hy !lector rihe.
Final score. 4.1,
fie (iauchos tired IM shots on goal
and the Spartans 10.
’Die Spartans finish the season with
two home 1.,iines. against Cal state Fullerton 011 Friday and t ’NI ,\’ on Sunday.
both games ate Spartan Stadium

Ken
SAN FRANCISCO (API
Oberklell said the Oakland Athletics
were a team vvith a mission. players
who learned something when they were
beaten in live games by the 1,,os Angeles
INidgers in last year’s World Series
Oberkfell said he hopes he and his
San Francisco Giants teammates can
feel that way in 1990. and that they will
leam something from their World Series
appearance this year.
Asked what they might team. the San
Francisco infielder thought Mr a 1110111eni, shook his head. laughed and said,
"I dunno.
The lesson to he gleaned after heing
swept 4-0 in the earthquake -interrupted
the longest ever will
World Series
take some time to sort out, hut the Giants almost certainly will he hungry
next year Mr another shot at the Series
title.
They most likely will he a changed
team, with plans already in the works
shore up some ot the weaknesses exposed in the series.
The Giants lune made aggressive
moves itt previous %sinters and more apparently are called Mr in this ott -season.
Their prime needs voitild appear to be
a starting pitcher. some more hitting,
and a right fielder.
San Francisco manager Roger Craig
said that he and Giants president Al
Rosen already have discussed possible
moves. although Craig declined to talk
about thein since some players On the

..71s:aistiviraveA
Emporium -Valley Fair
is hiring holiday help!

S,ISU’s Mary %lin %\agrier reaches for a dig during
against the Santa Barbara GatiSaturday’s ea

chi)... The Spartans lost the match threc games to
one, and maintained
place in the conference.

lo reach tlouble tligits in kills with 14.
Spartan coach I hck Iontgomery Witt
unavailable tot comment, and several
players de, lined comment

1 onielit the Spartan,
to Santa
Clara Tinversity
lace the Broncos.
S.ISt has dominated the Broncos, leading the series 21 1. ’the Broncos. 5-16.

hay en.’ heaten the Spartans since 1980
Sophomore Nik ker I rshe Page has
missed the last tom matches because of
a sprained ankle

team now, might he iti MM.
lhe Giants. who last went to the tree
agent market when they signed center
fielder Brett Butler two years ago, probably will have to enter the bidding again
since they donl haYe many players they
can swap.
Free -agent pitcher Mark Langston
will probably he one of their prime targets. hut they’ll he contending with
many other clubs for his services
Craig pointed out that. while the Giants didn’t win the Senes this year. they.
progressed one more step

"We won the div isiou two years ago,
then we won the National League
Championship this yea’. and the !WM
%ICI) I% to sti in the %%odd Senes." the
manager said
And the ()ream/anon w ill go to any
lengths
almost - - to accomplish that.
Craig said with a sinik.
"We’ll do anything to improve the
club except change manager," he said.
The Giants’ vveaknesses became apparent against the A’s. vvho dominated
the Series in virtually 4:wry regard.
"We didn’t do the ’oh in any catego-

nes. hut mostly our starting pitching...
said 1/on Robinson. who lasted iust 1 2 innings in the 9-6 loss in Game 4 Saturday night
"We didn’t give our hallclub
chance to put US in the lead once.
Otfensivel. it hecante painfully obv toils that the Giants. despite having
twit of the gaine’s finest povver hitter. in
Will Clark and Kevin Mitchell. are soft
hrough much (il the rest of their lineup
Clark had no Rlils. and Mitchell
Jidn’t drive in a run until his two run
homer in the final game

n CPA REVIEW

UONVISEll
The nation’s fastest growing CPA review course

LIVE

LECTURES AND VIDEO PRESENTATIONS

FREE REPEAT AT ANY OF OUR LOCATIONS (OVER 85 LOCATIONS
NATIONWIDE)

Need some extra money for the
holidays? We have Christmas
Sales Support/Sales Positions
available! Take advantage of our
employee discounts to help
stretch your Christmas budget.
Apply in person to our Personnel
Department.

TAPE LIBRARY OF ALL LECTURES, AUDIO AND VIDEO,
AVAILABLE FOR CLASS MAKE-UP OR REVIEW
DIAGNOSTIC PRE-TEST TO EVALUATE YOUR STRENGTHS AND
WEAKNESSES BEFORE TI IE COURSE BEGINS
EARLY ENROLLMENT DISCOUNT

AMPUS REP POSITIONS

NOW AVAILABLE, EARN FRI.1

TUITION

Emporium
3051 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, Ca.
EOE / M/F

PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
iftA

800-274-EXAM

(213) 287-2366
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Nicaraguan Bombshell: What It Means

Contra talks cutoff assailed
Bush describes action as ‘shameful’; aid proposal likely
SAN .1()S1. . Costa R1%.1 1
Pfes
HUS11
Nicaiaguan
President Daniel Ortega tor "shame tut’. clecisuin end .6 length!. C1Sa..C1111*
with the Colinas. and hinted at renewing ann. tor the rebels est.!’ as he urged
them to :mud militais aggression
(Mega. who shattered We tranquility
of a two-day Hemispheric "selehration
Idelll

01 11C11101.1:11.1- %%1111 111% 11111110% 111.111%.
.111t1 %.111.1 he 110111d 111:%.14.11:

uesday whether 111 C111end
11:41.4"
lire
Ile accused 111C Contras ot mounting
"wases ot attacks’. insirk Nicaragua
The tv.0 leaders clashed at mai 1101s
conferences that upstaged the ending to
the two-day conference. and the 1110S1
personal language by far came Inuit
Bush
The president belittled the leftist Nicaraguan leader as "this little man -showing up in his military uniforni at a
deinocracy meeting." and said (Mega
"looks like that unwanted animal at a
garden party "
A spokesman loi ( ’osta Ricas Presi
dent ls..ir Arias. host 01 the gathering.
said Mega had daslied cold %%MCI 011
%ink e 11e1kaS 111111C11 10 a party
pall
1110111(111:111: behaved
101 (14:1110%
%

Honduras
Tegucigalpa

El
Salvador

PACIFIC
OC EAN

Costa
Ftica

"Nothing like is has eser
seen
before... said Jot ge ’i tuna.
The final act of the Iwo day internamil
tional meeting
(WK.:won ot
door
Pla/.1- ill the Costa
was 111.11’11 0111 N ithow
Rican capital
()argil, who len RN\ II
I\
SCh(1411 CI1111111:11 Ci111)111g die nags of
the nations repiesented made iip miire

dale

(

14111101110

than hall of the crowd. In% II did not
qUite lill the square Bush w lied the
ceremony from behind a
transpa
lent hullo pioot shield that hail been in
stalled lis the SCCICI Set% ICC
licloic heading hoille. the Nic.11.1
gum’ piesident underscored his intention
to break a 19 month old cease tire he
tweet) Iiikes 01 his leltist S.111111111,1;1

goseminew and the ( mina guerrillas
But after arising hack in Managua.
he told leporteis that hi.’ would an
noinice 1111 .1.11CM.1.11 whether the truce
,,111(1 he. extended for another month.
as it has almost monthly since Mardi
19fOi
"The wases iit
ienesolutionancs
mously in the last
1 he ornectise is

Ana( ks hy the corm
hase increased enorless weeks." he said
the destruction of the
IWIke%% in Nicaragua... said
hicgii. who is running lor re-election
Feb 25 elections
Ortega said he would continue oh sell mg the cessation of hostilities only
if nonlethal American aid currently
going to the Contras were used. instead,
to demohiliie the rebels Rush said he
had encouraged the Contras "not to take
aggressive military action, and ise
would cell:wits. continue to do that."
Alter an early. 111(10141g tennis game
Aigeilinie President (’arlos Saul
Menem. Bush mei pun ately with Nica
raguan opposition piesidential candidate
Violeta (liainorio and Panamanian op
position leader (iuillermo Endara as
well as .1 group of-Costa Rican political
twines
N ’111

dr:MIMI/111g

s opposition to the iegime of Oen
Manuel Nonce.’ in that Central Amen
(an nation
Nonega was not invited to the two
day regional M111111111 %.1111.%1 11% COla
Rican President I twat -kiwis as a "%etc
N.111011(4 democracs
plainks1 to loin in
1 ater today .
’Iterniscracs
the dedication
Iii honor the Inn %ears 01 demo, km,
go% commit in Costa Ri.,1 below hedil
ing hack lo Washington
1)Iscussions ol drugs and debt issues
dominated Unitas ’ opening day meet
t lined
mg.. hut tensions between
States .111t1 NICarag11.1 inershadoweil the
[Ince hour official session and a 1.1%1.11
.1.11c &HMI Friday C11:11111i!
(101111! 11110 111e 1110.4111g. 111t. 1.1111Cd

reltised lo sign an!. coniiinimune steinining trout the Meeting
lega also signed
Rush and Ortega greeted each other
at the Opening ..4:,1011 111111 .1 hand
shake. but the Nicaraguan president
ol hostile rhooric from
stung
announced soon alter the IlleC1
Bush
Mg that he was ending the cease lire
that hart been in elks’ with the Cowrie.
sinc-e March 19)Ot
-The drop of water that made the
glass spill oser was the Ala( k that Mc
mercenaries launched on oct 22 the
tlit of %trier registration. when
(ampesmos who wanted to sole v(cie
.issassinated.’’ (Mega told an audicikc
01 ah0111 3.01110 at the Crusersits
(’osta Rica.
Ile said 19 peasants had been killed
S officials acknow !edged %kir
mishing had occurred hut said dies
could not tell v.ho started it. and Raker
suggested the Contras might haw been
defending themselses
!faker said he found it "more than
passing strange- that Ortega nese’
nentioned the ceasefire in the three
how group Meeting
Maybe he was too ashamed to hnng
it up there with ale Other Wild% ol
.illentlaike... Raker said

Nicaraguan Resistance

End of peace talks
give Contras new life
SAN JOSE., Costa Rica (API
The Nicaraguan Contras. weakened
hy a Central American peace agreement and reduced U.S. aid, may
have lost their military and political
momentum, hut not their determination to ovenhrow Daniel Ortega’s
Sandinista government.
Onega’s plan to break off a cea.selire with the Contras disrupted Costa
Rica’s celebration of 100 years of
democracy and led President Bush to
hint Satunlay at the possibility’ of renewing U.S. military aid for the rebels.
Ortega said he WaS ending the 19month -old cease-fire because of
stepped-up C(mtra attacks and accused the U.S.-hacked rebels of trying to suhvert the electoral process;
Bush angnly called Ortega "the unss anted animal at the garden party."
"(Mega is crying wolf," said
.Adollo Calero, a Contra leader in
Mianii who accused the Nicaraguan

president ol trying to subvert the.
elections scheduled fOr Feb. 25.
The Contras, in turn, vowed not
to disband quietly. They left their
home bases in Honduras and began
marching back into their homeland,
carrying old weapons and dwindling
stocks of ammunition.
Fighting had escalated in the 1a.st
three weeks in Nicaragua. Ortega .
said the straw that broke the camel’s
hack was a Contra attack last Sunday
that left 19 dead on the last day ()I’
registration for the upcoming elections.
"We haven’t been launching any
attacks. We’ve only been deknding
ourselves." Wilfredo Montalvan, a
member of the Nicaraguan Resistance’s directorate, said Saturday.
"They’re always attacking us because they want to liquidate us,"
said Montalvan. who is based in San
Jose.
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know that with AT&T, it costs
less than most people think
to stay in touch with your
family and friends.
ln fact, you can make a
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call any time, any day for less
than $3.00 with AT&T*And
who eLse can promise immediate mclit Ibr wrong numbers, the fastest connectkwis,
and the largest worldwide
long distance network?
Nobody but AT&T
For more information
on AT&T I,ong Distance
Products and Services, like
the AMT Card, call 1 800
525:7955, Ext. 100.

011110,i1i011 Callk11
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Wilfredo Montalvan,

((1 may be an art majot;
but I know
a little something
about economics",

’dent Bush is meeting with Nicaraguan
and Panamanian opposition leaders
tislas to «kip up a Latin American
of denuicracy" that v.as
lotted hs Nicaraguan President lkiniel
Onegds decision tri end a cease-fire
with(’ S hacked rebels
Ortega said he was ending the ceasefire because ot "sasage attacks" hy
Ciintra forces on peasants trying to register to sok in elections scheduled tor
frh 23.
Slale bilk.% A Baker III
SCCIC1all
would not comment on whether the
C’ontras ILK! indeed broken the iCaSClire. hut said Ottegds decision would
he interpreted as a -desperate attempt to
cancel 111e CIO:11011s
While House press secretary klarlen
1.1t,rwatei called the Nicaraguan deci
son *increilible
Bush. who has openly advocated
ouster 111 NICal’aglIa., !ribs! Sandinista
gos eminent. tirdas v.as making a
pointed shov. of the rill by meeting with
election opponent. Violeta
Ortega
Chamorro
Ortega. Bush said friday . is "swim
ming against the tide deithicracy
10
ble.11.1:1%1 ses
Also ins
sioll %%as

Daniel Ortega.
Nwargtion presuirrit

SanJose

Diary vie frciaiial

Ortega
bombshell
disrupts
meeting
sAN j(

’The waves of attacks
by the
counterrevolutionaries
have increased
enormously in the last
few weeks. The
objective is the
destruction of the
electoral process in
Nicaragua.’

’We haven’t been launching any aftacks.
We’ve only been defending ourselves.’
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Panel looks at problems
of mentally ill people
Experts
discuss
solutions

mentally ill people. she said.
Integrating the mentally ill into soBesides occupational therapy, pys- ciety is a step toward remming the fears
chology, staial work, nursing and die involved with mental health issues, lAiarts and humanities also have a place in gren said.
mental health programs, she added.
There needs to be a change in the atti"They (the mentally ill) have the tudes of professionals working with
same needs a.s we do," Connolly said.
families of mentally ill people, said
Leisure activities need to be provided Judy Kendall. former president of the
for them. she said.
Alliance of the Mentally III and an
"Practically 95 percent of them have SJSU graduate.
no money." Connolly said.
"Horror stories go on daily," with
In support of getting SJSU more in- the mentally ill, Kendall said.
volved with the mentally ill in the com"Mentally III are jailed rather than
munity was Rose Tseng, dean of the
treated." she said. "The inentally ill are
School of Applied Arts and Science and
caught in a revolving door."
one of the conference speakers.
Some patients are in and out of hospi"We are really concerned about the
tals 10 times a year, causing havoc in
individuals out there," Tseng said.
their lives and their families, Kendall
"We have to move with community
said.
changes. ’
()ne mentally ill patient was released
SJSU and the community need to
after attempting suicide, she
wort together in helping the mentally three days
said.
ill, Tseng said.
Santa Clara county is a "bright star Coordination between the community
of the future in mental health, Kendall
and the campus is also needed.
said.
"Working together is the key,"
"The county is trying experimental
Tseng said.
projects and pnwiding jobs for the menCounty Supervisor Zoe Lofgren, also tally ill. Kendall said.
speaking at the conference, agreed.
A woman with a mentally ill family
"There were extreme divisions be- member was pleased with the confertween county and private organizations ence.
for mental health," she said.
"It is a very good sign the university
The situation ha.s improved since is getting involved," said the woman,
then, and SJSU is helping by getting who did not want to be identified.
"Nobtxiy chooses to be ntentally
more involved with mental health programs, Lofgren said.
ill," the woman said.
"If the university stands behind help"There is a great deal of apprehension and fear in dealing with the men- ing the mentally ill, people will become
tally ill." she said.
aware." she said.

By Greg MIAS
Daily staff writer
The first annual conference on chronic mental illness was held at SJSU Oct.
13.
The all -day program was about improving the quality of life for the chronically mentally ill in the community. The
conference was attended by faculty.
staff. students and people with mentally
ill family members, coordinator Phyllis
Connolly said.
Mental health specialists spoke during the conference about evetything
from treatment for clients to programs
for the homeless mentally disabled,
Connolly said.
"The conference is an attempt to improve life in the community for the
mentally ill," she said.
The program wa.s to provide an exchange of ideas for mental health professionals at the university and in the
community, Connolly said.
Fwulty can do creative types of
things on campus for the mentally ill in
the surrounding community, she said.
"We are the community for these
people," Connolly said. "We need to
’ make it a supportive environment."
Support on the SJSU campus can
come in the form of musical programs.
therapy or poetry readings involving
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INGOT, Calif. (AP) - State wildlife into North Cow Creek alter the truck
and forestry crews worked Monday to overturned late Friday on state Route
clean up 6,300 gallons of motor oil 299 about 30 miles east of Redding.
spilled three days earlier in a tanker said Harty Rectenwald. state Department of Fish and Game biologist.
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Solar
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\ACItlIC,... 111C 10011 %sew going to he
mkt we built the panels
. Aitken said
when
the motets , ante. they linked up the
walkways and put them on top of the
, one. tots
"
itket) added that the weight of the
walkways tole the glass 01 die mounting
01 the ratio.. exposing !lie inside (il the
panels to lam
’ I hat killed the
he said
1 inseisits
ials winking on the
administiation w hen the system was in
stalled and Nolo: down mild not Iv
teat lied for tomment
lames St lineidei.
intent inainte
name stipeitisoi to;
’s Housing
Seitites. 1%.,11 1 1,11 111C 11111\ VINO N1.111
.11
Mlle. 1,111 IIC belle \
Ille solar
heating system was not damaged by the
tonipam. he Nald
1 Ile \ Steil’ \%.1). Railed 011 het:MI.1e
111.11111VMM.:
\\ ere ilk, high alit!
\\1,111t111.1 1,.11.111Ce 111C
S,1111e1
1101 11111. thleCtOr 01 plilt11.1%1111! 101.
11111\ CP01) 1.11g1StliCal Scillies. agreed.

Recital
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Itantl contltictor ’ernon Real
tt
ensenthle
I lianks to hinds hum the Caitlin-ma
ier
tte hate heel’ able to ttook
.
tamp". peitoimeis loi the se Nilsson said
don t tt aid io sat that Met ale of a
alibei than the pet loi mei. tte
had in the past lint kinks to the
. te ale able to get some of the
pei tonne’s tt ho ’tsoult1 lie hard to
i without (Moine them a small tee "
NIINN011 .11,0 111C1111011ell 111.11111C NCI let.
01i
N .1111.1lIell 111C 1111C1C,1
the
1119,LIN 1/C1101111CP. Itet...111se ill
high [(Told that SISC’s music tlepartintmi is in "
\ ’ohms( tat id bet and pianist tulle
the
ho li.oe appealed t
1 ’Mit
\ Itli,111,11\. woe stlictltiled to attpeal at the Oct 19 Recital
1 lout II()%set el. Iv. Anse the ietent
caithquake toitet1 the closure 01 the
concert was
-litmus that \tea.
’

MIS %\ CeVS ROAM] 1101.1, IS ’,tiled’
1.11111.e Leger,
It:Mille 1111,INIt 1.111
s’ 110 NIX’, 1.111/t’s III Clt ..110111, music.
jai/ 011eillet1 prograin
1 mule Re,
110iii, ate slated to spit

.slding that he thought the system NJ\
11111 V011kable hill Vt,it. 1101 11\4:11 110N he
ause ot maintenante osts
Nonetheless. in the years that tol
lowed shuttlown tit the ..stetii. Aitken
said he made seseral unsuccesstill
tempts to get SIMI to sue the tooling
timmany or it) repair the system
"I came up with a shared sating,
proposal. which was tunied down by
die administration." he said.
Auken’s proposal imolved recruitment 01 community iinestors who
would Telma and maintain the system at
then (mit expense. Ifni% ided the miner
so% %%fluid shaie lit all 111011 a 11011101101
1110 ellel t.
111C ’,.11001 N.1
1011.1\ Alike!) IN 111114!
\ age
\111.11C \ CI Ile Call 0111 1/1 II1C ’AC11111,11’4:
111C 1,4[11101 11111.11e 1111t.le/11,’ 1,11,1C,IN
"We are going to remits,: the panels." he said "Pie university has al
1, its ed me to get them of t the roots. but
1 still have to figure out v.here I v. ill
stow "
lint according to Schneider. there
isn’t much to salvage any more.
solar system was built on winkl
racks." Schnealer said "I don’t think
anything is going to he worth sat ing

kin
light horn player Louis Stout.
Steven Mumford and the SJM Sy in
phony Orchestra.
Nilsson expressed excitement over
the music depannient’s recent acquisition oi a new Steinway piano.
"With a tiiiiihniation of earnings
hum the lottery and additional donations. we were able to purchase a Stem
way.
Wake’, it a 11111e CaNlef ;11
traci some outstanding pianists to the
campus... Nilsson said
"In the past. some pianists Vtele
1110.1111W appear on our can ipus because
dithi’t really liae the facilities. but
with the addition oi the Swint% at . \le
IlleSe 1,111,1.111thIlt, p1.1111NI,
111,pe 11101e
he \\ 111111g 11, I/CI-101111M
NIINN011 elk 0L11.4,C,
IlleIllhel, 01
the
Ille S.1S1’ 0111111L11111 10
%seekly Re. Hal llours. particularlyS.ISt ’ students. whether or not they are
music marl
"Many students don’t get opportum
ilt’ It) hear the types of music we present during Recital flour very’ otter),"
Nilsson said. "This is a way students
It, &Wien:III NtyleS 01
Call gel
1111INIC and. .11011)2. the W11)’. the). Call
IC.1111 1,, appieCiale
w itler variety of
must,

don’t blame
anybody in particular.
The ball got bounced
back and forth
between us and the
administration and
ended up nowhere.’
- Donuld Aitken,
twironment studies professor

reirospc.i. Aitken said the project
s% %%oral doing and created careets toi
the students %%110 took pan in the build
11112
desayn ot Ille pflICeSis.
11111 Ille N.II1SlaC11011
kflOWIllg that
1.10C111.1 hike .1\14 Ir0111 the lad lhal 111C
proict \\ LIN abruptly abandoned, he
said

Council

From page 1

agreed
"The council would he a positive
thing," said Rich Maher. a member of
Spartan Aquatics.
It would be beneficial lir a club to
min the council. Maher said. but he
doesn’t believe that the A.S. should require a representative to attend the
meetings to avoid losing funds. he said.
The A.S is considenng imposing the
requirements to "add some teeth- to
the original act, according it) Realini.
He hopes the council will unite the
campus and establish cross communication bet Vk Cell the A.S. and clubs, Realm! said.
Student representatives who attend
I(X’ meetings
elect officers for the
council. with each club having one
vole.
Realini will act as chairman. and
Beckie Six, A.S. director of community

altairs, volt sene as sive Chair Until
Other ialltle1111 are chosen tor new terms,
to last until the end of the academic
year.
Another goal ot [lie council imithes
uniting Call1p11% Ilfgaill/.111011N b% hold
Mg a Club Day. tentatisely set for I,eh.
14, 1990.
A special committee will be formed
to plan the event. according to Cindy
Resler. a student who has begun to ask
lor input from student groups about the
day.
Resler. who planned a similar event
while a student at Foothill College. approached the board with the idea when
she discovered that clubs at SJSU were
largely independent. she said.
"The only way to find a club is in a
binder... Resler said.
So far, club members she has talked
to have been enthusiastic, she said.
The next 10C meeting has heen tentatively set Mr Nov. 21 at 4:30 p.m in
the Student l’nion t lintinhum Room

Bay Area celebrates
as cleanup continues
OAKLANI) IAN --- A World Series victory gave the city something to
celebrate even as cleanup of eanhquake damage continued on both
sides (il San Francisco Bay and people lett homeless III SaIlla C11.1/
(.011111 110111.1111.1ed 110,1.1142
"A little happiness %%ill help us bounce luck... baseball tan lames Atead
said alter the iakland
beat
r, Saturday
the San Itainisto (
idge odd
inght to s.% cep the ha%
Series in tour
The A . det Oct! it wasn’t appropriate it) celebrate v. ith champagne after
the game or hi hat c a parade. hut they’
did plan \ ’dory rally leaturing players and toadies at 11.30 a.m. today
( >al, I al slatk I pinion Square.
The 7 I magnitude earthquake that
stnick at 5.04 p in on Oct. 17 caused
heavy damage in San Francisco. Oakland and south through Santa Cruz
County .
There had been tiO aftershocks of
magnitude 3.0 or greater since the
main shotAt, the U.S. Geological Survey station in Menlo Park reported

’Me Federal F:mergency Management Agency said 27,668 people had
registered at disaster application centers seeking housing assistance.
grants and home or business loans
from the Small Business Administration.
The death toll stood at 64, including .39 motorists killed in the collapse
oi double deck Interstate K80 in Oakland. a local point ()I devastation that
dress
weekend sightseers who
watched chunks of roadway being
cleared assay.
About 1,400 homes. 200 commercial buildings. and 12 city -owned
structures were also damaged in Oakland
loss was put at $1.3 billion,
olticials said.
"We’re now looking at the long.
slow insidious damage." said city
emergency planner Jim Worlund.
"It’s not dramatic. hut it requires people iti move oui of their honies.’
The quake struck han.1 at those least
able to afford it. Eight low -rent residential hotels v.ere condemned. putting about KM people into the streets.
More than 401i people took refuge

in Oakland’s live Red Cross shelters.
"We’ll he dettling tt ith these folks
14 many months to come," said
American Red Cross spokesman Joe
McGraw
The Calilornia Depanment of
Transportion. meanwhile. said Sunday that the damaged San FranciscoOakland Bay Bridge vvill not be repaired until the end of November
rather than Nits/. 16.
A 50 -loot section of the upper deck
fell onto the lower deck during the
_make. Repair ot the key t
ink between the two cities
cost
about $1 million. said Caltrans offi
cial
[Arson.
In San Francisco, the weekend
brought more scenes of people untying belongings out of damaged Marina tiistrict apartments or picking
over the nibble of demolished buildings. looking for possessions
The Department ot Public Works
said the Marina sustaiml the greatest
damage in the city Seventy structures
were considered Inhale to enter.

Halls

Francine FIcenko, a freshman science minor. leets safe about 11011g in
%Vastiburn Hall.
It lthe safety policy) has gotten a lot
stricter," she said. "The resident advisers an: entorcing the rules a lot more."
Linda Smith, an undeclared sophomore residing in West /fall, agreed.
101 more stricter, espe"They’re
cially at night, because there’s more
people around." Smith said.
"We’re doing a better rob,- said
an
Najjar. "The changes hat e
pact. and WCre C011slandy 100king ai
diflerent things. You’ll see niore
changes in the eoming year.
In November, Najjar will be meeting
with the chief housing directors of each
California State University campus to
discuss statewide secunty and possible
solutions to common pnthlems facing
each campus.
Still, with the inipmved measures,
Nana feels that one more important element is needed to make residence halls
completely secure.
"I need student assistance." he
stressed. "People need to lock their
doors and walk in groups it) the donns.
Students need to take responsibility for
isecurii% We can do the facility things,
hut it comes right hack down to people.

Funds

Embry Riddle
Unniersity

From page 1

matter at that meeting until A.S. fiscal
officers had time to review the proposed
amounts.
The accounts that the board set levels
fin Wednesday include:
trust reserve !find -- similar to a
+fixings account that earns interest set al S-0(.000:
special allocations account account expressl for sponsoring student organizations recognized by the
university - set at 5,35.000;
general lima
also a reserve. but
may be used to replenish other accounts
or to sponsor events put on hy organizations that do not qualify for special allocations funding -- set at $30.’403.

Baby whale dies
VALLEJO - Kogi. a baby pygmy
sperm whale Mund standed near Santa
Cmz in August. died Monday at Marine
World Africa 1. ISA after he "Just
floated- in a pool for almost mo
months.

ON CAMPUS

Kimo Ford

From page 1

The Fords
have always
driven
Volkswagens.
Ask Kimo Ford why he bought a Volkswagen and
get ready for some family history.
"Everyone in my family has driven a Volkswagen
at one time or another. My dad had a Microbus in
the Sixties. My mom and sister both drove Beetles.
And my brother, who’s also a student, drives an
’83 Volkswagen Rabbit.
"So when I saved enough money to buy a car
there was only one logical choice. A Volkswagen.
My car’s a ’79 Rabbit. With 145,000 miles on it.
Ten years old and all those miles and it’s still
running great.
"If you ask me, it’s the perfect student’s car.
Good on gas. Fun to drive. And big enough to
carry four friends." Even so, Kimo is already thinking about his next car. Another Volkswagen?
"Absolutely. A GTI. White. Gotta have white."

It’s time to think about

Volkswagen again.

If you drive a Volkswagen and would like to be featured in an ad, send
your story and a photo to’ Volkswagen Testimonials
187 S. Woodward, Suite 200 Birmingham, MI 48009

